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for Looking. 28:14 Speaker, Configurations. Developer. The problem: I need to match 23-digit
numbers from one file to another. File A has one column with the numbers, while File B has a

column containing the corresponding numbers. Both files contain about a million numbers. If there
is a number in file A that is matched with a number in file B, the number in File B will be copied to
file C. When the matching process is done, the corresponding number in file C will become a group

of numbers, that will correspond to the exact number in file A. I've written the following code:
import pandas as pd df = pd.read_csv('file A', header=0) df.columns = ['matches'] print (df) df2 =
pd.read_csv('file B', header=0) df2.columns = ['matches'] print (df2) df3 = df2[['matches']] print
(df3) for i in range(len(df3)): for j in range(len(df)): if df3[i].matches == df['number']: df['column

C'] = df2[j] print (df) And after some trials I figured out that the above code works almost perfect,
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the only problem is that it takes me a really long time to find the number in file B that matches the
number in file A. I suspect that the problem is that I'm reading all the data in a single loop, and it
doesn't matter how many numbers there are in file A. But I don't know what is the right way to do
that. A: Assuming that the matched number is the number that matches the index number i (not
the digit that matches the index number) you can do this: for i in range(len(df3)): df3[i] = df3[i] *
1000 df['col C'] = df3[i] By multiplying the number in 'col A' by 1000 you will increase the number
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